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Treatment of WTI Crude Oil in the S&P GSCI 
 
 
 
NEW YORK, APRIL 27, 2020: S&P Dow Jones Indices (“S&P DJI”) announced today that it will pre-roll 
WTI Crude Oil to the July contract for all S&P DJI commodity indices, including the S&P GSCI index 
family, which currently hold the June 2020 WTI Crude Oil contract. This unscheduled roll (the “Roll”) is 
being implemented based on the potential for the June WTI contract to price at or below zero as well as 
the steady decline in open interest for the June contract.  
  
The Roll will occur over a 1 day period and be fully rolled after the close on April 28 as described in the 
table below. Impacted indices will continue to be 100 percent in the June 2020 WTI contract on April 
28, 2020. 
 

Roll Weights by Trading Day Contract Month Roll Percent Contract Month Roll Percent 

April 28, 2020 June 2020 100% July 2020 0% 

April 29, 2020 June 2020 0% July 2020 100% 

 
In the event the June contract settles at or below zero on April 28, 2020, S&P DJI will delay the one-day 
roll until a business day when the June contract settles above zero.  
  
Click here for a list of impacted indices. 
  
Separate from the unscheduled roll described above, S&P DJI will issue a public consultation shortly 
requesting feedback on the current market conditions and additional measures the Index Committee 
should consider. In the meantime, S&P DJI reserves the right to review the contract roll schedule as 
part of the standard roll period in May for impacted indices. 
 

  

https://www.spindices.com/documents/additional-material/20200427-spdji-commodity-indices-wti-crude-oil-index-impact-list.xlsx
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ABOUT S&P DOW JONES INDICES 
S&P Dow Jones Indices is the largest global resource for essential index-based concepts, data and 
research, and home to iconic financial market indicators, such as the S&P 500® and the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average®. More assets are invested in products based on our indices than products based on 
indices from any other provider in the world. Since Charles Dow invented the first index in 1884, S&P 
DJI has been innovating and developing indices across the spectrum of asset classes helping to define 
the way investors measure and trade the markets. 

S&P Dow Jones Indices is a division of S&P Global (NYSE: SPGI), which provides essential 
intelligence for individuals, companies and governments to make decisions with confidence. For more 
information, visit www.spdji.com. 
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S&P Dow Jones Indices 
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